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ne of the many unexpected
byproducts of the contentious
2016 presidential election
was the emergence of higher
education as a major political
issue in the Democratic primary cycle. When
Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders proposed free public college
at an initial federal cost of $47 billion that he would offset by
imposing a “Robin Hood” tax on Wall Street, the idea was as far
out of mainstream policy conversations about higher education
affordability as one could get. Indeed, before the Sanders
proposal, the farthest either political party had strayed beyond
the standard student aid construct of the past 50 years had been
the introduction of a variety of tax credits. The vocabulary of
access, therefore, was entirely limited to policies under which
the federal government’s primary role would consist of providing
vouchers for eligible students to pay for college expenses.
That subsidy allocation model, initially introduced in
the post-War period through the GI Bill, and later adopted
and expanded in the Higher Education Act, relied on a preexisting marketplace for higher education in which non-federal
providers—state institutions, non-profits and corporations—
enrolled large numbers of out-of-pocket students based on a
combination of cost, perceived quality and convenience. In such
an environment, the relatively small injection of federal dollars
was not thought likely to have much of an impact on the pricing
or quality of institutions. The original assumption justifying this
design was that colleges and universities would remain responsive
to the large number of non-federally-aided students who at the
time represented the majority of their prospective students. In
retrospect, it is rather remarkable that policymakers did not
anticipate the two highly predictable side effects that bedevil
every voucherized system: price inflation and fraud. It took only
a few years for the inevitable pair of unintended consequences to
rear their heads, with inexorable price hikes afflicting all sectors
and waste, fraud and abuse primarily (and understandably)
occurring in the for-profit sector.
With regard to tuition pricing, the political and economic
dynamic that the federal subsidy structure set in motion was
particularly disruptive for public higher education, which was
hitherto viewed as one of the most important benefits provided
by the states to their residents. Conceived as an adjunct to free
public education through secondary schooling, low-tuition,
heavily state-subsidized public colleges were the norm across
the country. The nominal tuition and fees they charged before
the 1970s, furthermore, were paid with growing earnings of
an expanding American middle class with little anxiety about
unemployment or wage stagnation. As the leading edge of
globalization began to erode America’s post-war affluence—
in 1971, the U.S. ran its first trade deficit since 1893—the
states embarked on a gradual process of disinvestment in
public colleges that reduced subsidies and increased tuition.

“

Privatization of public
institutions fed a vicious cycle
in which every price-hike
created more needy students
eligible for federal vouchers,
which over time, began to
serve as a blank check for state
policymakers to shift costs
from the state to students and
families. And the more the
federal government provided,
the stronger the incentive for
the states to do less.
In this oversimplified
overview, federal aid
programs are thought to have
unintentionally served as a path
of least resistance at the state
level, which has in turn allowed
policymakers to disinvest and
hand the bill to students and

As the leading edge of
globalization began to
erode America’s postwar affluence, the states
embarked on a gradual
process of disinvestment
in public colleges that
reduced subsidies and
increased tuition.”
families. So long as federal
vouchers primarily consisted of
grant aid, this process imposed
a huge drain on the Treasury,
but did not directly fan the
flames of political discontent
with an increasingly dependent
public. But, starting in the
1980s, as the federal budget
itself began to run up sizeable
deficits, the composition of the
federal aid programs decidedly
shifted in the direction
of student loans, whose
accumulated outstanding

volume of $1.4 trillion now
represents a personal financial
burden for more than 42
million Americans, seven
million of whom are in default.
Against this backdrop
of tuition inflation and
debt, the Sanders proposal
looked refreshingly clear and
responsive. Sanders wiped
away decades of complicated
price discounting algorithms
and means-testing abracadabra
with his promise of free public
tuition for all state residents
and no conditions attached.
Free for first-timers and for
people coming back with
previous degrees, for full-timers
and part-timers, for A-plus
students as well as those on
probation, for the wealthy
and for the poor. Free, in
other words, with no ifs,
ands or buts.
The free college idea—
quietly and not so quietly
dismissed and ridiculed by
political commentators and
higher education policy experts
as pie-in-the-sky thinking—
caught on like wildfire with
the public. This had much
to do with Sanders’ general
authenticity regarding his
vision of government services.
While some dismissed his plan
as naïve and too expensive, the
public generally did not view it
as a cynical or empty political
promise—a fact, interestingly,
that gave it enormous political
potency. So much so that
his Democratic rival and
eventual presidential nominee,
Hillary Clinton, ended up
abandoning her more nuanced
and complicated “debt-free
college” proposal in favor a
modified free public college
plan. Throughout the general
election cycle, Clinton’s free
college plan was one of the

many ways in which she sought
to distinguish her sophisticated
proposals from the more
impromptu policy outlines
offered by her GOP opponent
and future president,
Donald Trump.
President Trump’s
election—fueled mainly by his
positions on hot-button issues
ranging from immigration
to the economy and national
defense—left the higher
education community without
a clear sense of how federal
government would seek to
address an increasingly chaotic
and adrift higher education
financing system. Just about
the only higher education
certainty in the post-election
period was that “free college”
was dead as a doorknob, a
certainty that might have been
as privately reassuring to public
college officials as it surely
was to lobbyists and advocates
of private and for-profit
institutions.
Then, on January 3, 2017,
free college was resuscitated by
the unlikeliest of Democrats,
Governor Andrew Cuomo
of New York. Cuomo—a
mainstream Democratic
centrist with presidential
ambitions (and an early backer
of Clinton)—was joined by
Bernie Sanders at the Albany
announcement of the proposal,
which was labelled a messaging
vehicle with little chance of
actual enactment. Four months
later, the New York legislature
stunned the higher education
community by enacting a
modified version of the original
Cuomo plan in its budget bill.
That a legislature with split
party control—a Democraticmajority Assembly and a GOPcontrolled Senate—would
approve the proposal, plus the
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fact that Cuomo’s approval grew to a two-year high after his announcement of the
plan, are ample evidence of the continuing appeal of a simple, straightforward
response to working families’ concerns about college affordability. Nor was
Cuomo alone in espousing free college. Democratic Governor Gina
Raimondo of Rhode Island has proposed two years of free college—
either at a community college or the third and fourth years at the
state’s two public baccalaureate institutions—and Republican
Governor Bill Haslam of Tennessee has successfully expanded
the Tennessee Promise program to adult learners.
But is New York’s Excelsior Scholarship—currently the
most expansive state-level free public tuition program—the
leading edge of a massive change in state financing of public
higher education? Here are some of the program’s most
notable features:
n		Awards are limited to New York residents with
household adjusted gross incomes of $100,000 or
less. The income cap will increase to $110,000 next
year, and to $125,000 in 2019.
n
Excelsior Scholarships are “last-dollar” awards, e.g., federal
or state grant aid received by students will be applied to tuition
and only any remaining balance would be covered by Excelsior.
This is a major departure from the Sanders proposal, which actually set
tuition at zero and allowed students to use student aid to cover other costs
of attendance (like books, supplies, room, board and transportation). This
feature of the program, presumably designed to curtail costs, also makes it
quite regressive because offsetting Excelsior awards by other aid has the effect
of pushing program dollars up the income scale. Low-income students—
who are much more likely to receive Pell or New York TAP grants—would
therefore stand to receive little or no additional benefits from Excelsior even
if they still face significant out-of-pocket unmet costs. About half of all
current SUNY full-time students and 60 percent of their counterparts
at CUNY would receive no Excelsior funding because of this feature of
the program.
n
Only first undergraduate programs are covered, so graduate studies and
second degrees will not be eligible for the program.
n
Students must be full-time (i.e., at least 12 credits per semester) and they
must be on track to graduate on time. This latter provision specifically
requires the successful completion of 30 credits per academic year
(calendar year for those admitted in the spring term) and may significantly
disadvantage community college transfers if all of their credits are not
accepted. The program does make an exception for students with disabilities
under the Americans with Disabilities Act who cannot complete 30 credits
per year, by prorating their awards.
n
Students must maintain a grade-point average that allows them to complete
their programs on time. The exact GPA threshold will presumably be a
function of each institution’s academic policy.
n
Most controversially, students receiving Excelsior Scholarships have to reside
in New York—and work in the state if they are employed—for as many
years as they received awards. A baccalaureate degree partially or wholly
subsidized by the Excelsior program, therefore, would require a four-year
post-graduation residency.
Reaction to the program has ranged from wildly enthusiastic—from none other
than Senator Sanders, no less—to predictions of doom and gloom from conservative

”

“Privatization of public
institutions fed a vicious
cycle in which every pricehike created more needy
students eligible for federal
vouchers, which over time,
began to serve as a blank
check for state policymakers
to shift costs from the state
to students and families.”
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commentators, such as David Brooks,
who took to the op-ed pages of the
New York Times to condemn the idea
as purely political and, among other
things, “demotivating students” by
giving them something of value for
free. Private institutions—which
increasingly blame their sector’s woes
on the existence of more affordable
public institutions—predictably and
vociferously opposed the Cuomo
plan. But ideological and sectorbased posturing on the proposal
notwithstanding, is the Excelsior plan
a workable framework for
public higher education?
Given the multiple
restrictions on eligibility, it
is clear that Excelsior as it
is configured now can only
play a tertiary role—after
institutional pricing policies
and state/federal incometargeted gift aid (i.e., Pell
and TAP)—in the arsenal of
affordability policy strategies.
That a program projected
to cost “only” $163 million
would come in a distant second behind
TAP at $1.1 billion is not surprising.
While some have complained that the
expenditures on Excelsior could be
more progressively spent on defraying
unmet non-tuition costs for TAP
recipients, the elimination of tuition
for an estimated 200,000 New Yorkers
who will be eligible for Excelsior
once the program is fully phased in,
represents a partial return to traditional
state practices of the Golden Age of
public higher education. During that
period, the state’s main role was to
minimize direct costs through lowtuition policies while other resources
were directed toward offsetting
subsistence costs. The main concern
about the specific configuration of
Excelsior, viewed through this lens,
would be its attribution of federal
grants to tuition rather than to indirect

“

components of the cost of attendance.
The political appeal of Excelsior—
Governor Cuomo’s popularity stands
at a three-year high, significantly
because of this signature legislation—
furthermore, can serve as a powerful
backstop to TAP, since reductions in
TAP funding would have to be made
up with corresponding increases in
Excelsior for the eligible population.
Leaving aside the inclusion of
Pell in its last-dollar formula for the
moment, the main concerns about
Excelsior may well come down to its

aid and too financially over-extended to
cover all college costs without significant
borrowing. Eliminating tuition for these
families would still leave them with
up to $14,000 per year in additional
expenses, but would be a large enough
incentive to cause a surge in demand
for admission to public institutions.
Depending on how state policymakers
respond to such an outcome, public
institutions could either increase
capacity, or they could use academic
selectivity to manage their enrollments
at current levels.
In some ways, the less
visible institutional capacity
and resource issues are the
more crucial determinants of
how the Excelsior plan may
change the face of public
higher education in New
York. Without significant
additional institutional
resources, “free college” could
result in gentrification of
public institutions through
displacement of lower-income
students by their more affluent
peers. Alternatively, it could well provide
a path forward for a re-emergence of
truly affordable public institutions,
particularly if the program can weather
future state budget cycles and, ideally,
modify some of its eligibility criteria. P

Sanders wiped away
decades of complicated
price discounting
algorithms and meanstesting abracadabra with his
promise of free public tuition
for all state residents and no
conditions attached.”
other eligibility criteria. The full-time
requirement, for example, clearly
orients the program toward traditional
dependent students at a time when
“non-traditional” students constitute
the majority of enrollments. The
program’s requirement that students
complete 30 credits per year further
tilts the program in the same direction.
But it would be fair to point out that
by far the largest majority of such nontraditional students would already be
zeroed out by the program’s last-dollar
feature because they would very likely
receive other need-based aid anyway.
The “traditional” profile of program
participants, therefore, could well be
seen as a fitting feature intended to
provide partial relief to middle- and
upper-middle-income families who are
too affluent for tightly income-targeted
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